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Abstract
The semi―empirical rnothod is used to calculate pOtential energy surfaces  The linear H3
and rectangular H4 Systems have been chOsen as standard surfaces in order tO cOmpare the
surface features  Relationships bet瓢/een diatOmic cOnstants and topological features along a
Hュinirnuna energy path,and the height and 10cation of the barrier,are demonstrated
1. Introduction
The knoⅥ/1dge of the relation between the erect of vibrational and translational energies
on the reactiOn cross section and the topological features of pOtential energy surfaces have
provided valuable information in understanding the fundamental nature of cOnision
dynamicsl,2,3) 、、re are seeking additional insight into this relatiOn  ln this attempt,、ve investi_
gate correlations bet、vee  the features of the potential energy surfaces and the characters Of the
reactant molecules.  ヽヽ「ith the understanding of the correlations,the erect of the t、、アo kinds of
energies on the chemical reaction can be estimated directly froln the characters of the reactant
molecules.
Recently,more accurate ab initiO potential energies have been calculated for rnany reactiOn
systems, using fast cOmputers,  Even though the potential energies calculated by ab initiO
method are accurate,it is difncult to relate the potential energies、vith the character of reactant
molecules because of the cOrnphcated calculatiOn method  On the other hand,a semi―empiri‐
cal method can relate directly the pOtential energies Ⅵrith the character、vi hout cOmphcated
calculations,  COmmOnly used semierpirical rnethOds4,8,10)employ the diatomic constants as the
characteristics of reactant molecules.
This report investigates the relation betⅥreen diatomic cons ants and features Of potenitial
energy surfaces,using our semiempirical rnethod5).  In this article,such simple models as linear
〃3 and rectangular rr4｀ViH be chosen.  たヽarying the values of the diatoH五c cOnstants which are
used to calculate pOtential energies in the both systems, we Observe the changes Of the
topological features a10ng■linirnunl energy path,and height and 10catiOn of the barrier.
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